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About Us
[image: top5credits]Top5Credits.com is built to help people choose finance products with the help of data and honest reviews. Our technology matches the consumer with the most suitable finance products based on the consumers profile and our data.
Top5Credits.com is owned and operated by Finland-based performance marketing company Draivi, which has since 2012 helped over 1 million consumers with comparing banks and lenders in Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Spain and Germany. We use data, analytics and marketing technologies effectively in our solutions.
We are happy to share insights and data with journalists or other entities interested in the consumer lending market with:
	In-depth knowledge on consumer lending and loan products
	Anonymized data on typical customer profiles for different loan products
	Data on differences between the markets we are in (e.g. Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Spain)
	Data on seasonal fluctuation between different months or seasons
	Data and comments on market development on consumer loans

Interested in working with us? Head over to the partners page or have a look at our vacant positions.
Contact:
[image: Top5Credits.com Media contact]Oula Lehtinen
Co-Founder
oula@draivimedia.fi
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About Top5Credits.com
We have researched the best loans in the market. Our loan comparison shows reviews and experiences from the best loans, banks and loan brokers. We have tested the loans and loan services ourselves, so consumers can easily pick the most suitable loan for you. Our technology will choose 5 prefiltered options that suit you best among various banks and lenders.




CONTACT

Draivi Media Oy

Runeberginkatu 5, 4. kerros

00100 Helsinki

Finland

info@top5credits.com
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[image: Cookie]Better service with Cookies!
We use cookies to guarantee the best possible service experience on our site. Our site uses cookies, but does not store any information about you or information that can be linked to you from cookies. Therefore, we cannot in any way store other settings about you in addition to the settings you choose with the help of these cookies.

Read more about cookies here.



Cookie settings


Accept All


Edit your settings
On this page you can find more information about the purposes of data processing and all the partners we use on our site.
Necessary







These cookies are necessary for the site to function properly and cannot, therefore, be turned off. For example, cookies know where you are in the application process or how you are recognized when you log into an online service.


Marketing







Enables you to present relevant marketing on our website and social media. If you do not select these cookies, you will still see advertisements on other sites and social media.


Preferences







The choices you made earlier on our site are remembered, so you can receive personalized content.


Analytics







We can analyze and collect information about the use of our site, such as the number of visitors, which pages are visited most often, and how the site is navigated. Thus, we can ensure that you find what you are looking for more easily on the site.
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